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LAW SCHOOl ADMISSION TeSI Oct II..

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

Prepare now. call Professiohal Educators ol
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Rates: l~ccnts per word per. day, poe dollar
minimum. Advertisements run five or more
consecutive days with no changes, nine cen·
ts per word per dny, (no refunds if cancelled
before five inserlionsl. Classified ad·
vcrtisements mul!t be paid in advance.
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Marron Hall room 191 or by mail to;
Classified Advcrlising, UNM Box 20,
Albuquerque, N.M.
87131.
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1. PERSONALS
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have
friends who cure at Birthright. 247·98 19. tfn
NAVARRQ .• Jfyou remember someone you

met two years ago. please call Barb at

:z

255-2039 today. I'm leaving town for good nt

oO

bye. 9-10.
GSA ELECTIONS FILING Deadline, 4:30
p.m. Sept. 10. 1975: GSA office. rm. 106SUB. 9-10.
YEARROUND COMPETITIVE SWIM

."
Qj

~

midnight tonight and want to say good·

team. Boys. girls .ag~ seven and older. No
competiti.vc expencnce n.ece~sary Two week
introduction wllhout obhgatton, stilrts Sept.
15. UNM Pool. More information contact

'

.._.......

Rick Klatt277-2208. 9-15.
2. LOST AND FOUND
FOUND: LADIES WATCH between
Scholes and Ortega 9·2. Call 881-7884 after 2
p.m. 9· I I.
·
LOST: SLIDE RULER with black leather
case Friday in Woodward Hall. Reward,

277-3382. 9-16.
LOST: CAT. grav adult, male. Please contact
413 Colulllbia SE'. 9· II.
LOST: half Malamute. half shepard, female
dog. Spence Springs. Jemez Mts. Sept. 7.
Reward. 277-3901,266-2961. 9-16

New Mexico Inc. 255·1904.
GETTING MARRIED? Our low oyerhead
saves you money on invitatio,ns. rmp~ms. and
wedding photography. Creal IV< Semces Ltd.
299· 7930. '
.
FAMOUS QUJVIRA BOOKSHOP un<l
PhatograRh Gallery is one-half block from

Johnson Gym on Cornell. Specml orcter ser·
vice.

PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST,

stude~ts!

265·2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
PASSPORT. IDENTIFICATION photos.
Lo.west prices in town. Fast, plt"aslng. ~ear
UNM. Ca11.265-2444 or come to 1717 Girard
Blvd NE.

cent discount throu~h Sept. 3 f; 3007 Centra

NE. 255-4700. 9- I
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from camr.us.
Fenced-in
b'edroom
with fireplace:
$100backyard.
per mo. Own
plos half
utilities.

Prefer

non-smoker.

responsible

12
gradoate.facully.orstaff.255·0520.
9·
STUDIO
FOR RENT. 16 x 18 with bath.
$35
month. 842-036 I nights. 243·6938 days. 9·
12
ROOMMATE WANTED: Person in t"(enties, Apartment with root club. parkmg.
laundry. 10000 Menau NE. $105 mcludes
utilities. parking. 294·0494 (Fmnk). 9-12

I·'
I'

,~;3 ~g_~~A3~~GT. 8000 mi .. excellent
condition. full acces. s15o or best orrer s360950 8:00 a.m.-2:00p.m. '9-17

Paisano's Rolling Pizza
The End of a Cold Pizza
Cooked at your door
FREE Delivery to Students
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Sponsored by
Student Activities

enate Struggles With Budget
M President Alan Wilson,

111 Harvard SE
266-2700
Southwest's Finest Head
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wed. nesday' sept. 10' 1975
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8:30p.m. SUB room 231-C
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to vote
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I ·N s T R U M E N T S

CALCuLATORs
sR 16 SR 50A
58.95
81.95

•

•

33.95

•

SR 51 A
122.95
•

These ewe newcalciJators and Include battery charger, carrying case and l·yearWCIITCIIlty.

SEND YOUR ORDER TODAY

New Mexico 88001
L C
The Calculator Corner, Box 1348 , as ruces,

To:

,.

Couches · Love Seats - Discs
Chairs · Refills · Large Color Line
Velv~ts · Cloths · Naugahyde

Please rush the Texas Instruments calculators to me OS indicated below:
QUJ-IL
"' 'TITY
MODEL
UNIT PRICE
TOTAL PRICE
New Mexico residents add Ll% sales tax. . ............ · · · S
Amount enclosed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · S

NAME ___________________________________
ADDRESS ________________~=---------=.=-----CITY·__________________ STATE ______ ZIP _ _ _ ,

Pat Benton,
Wilson for not caring
the small organizations on

ASUNM PEC PRESENTS

Senate Presidential Appointments
(PA) Committee.
Debate over McGuire's appointments centered around McGuire's
appointment to two committees;
his work on the ECC during the

IContinued (In page 3)

Djuric 'Will Rise Again'
Jovan Djuric, electrical enginee·
ring professor, yesterday said he
changed his mind and will appeal
to the UNM Regents to overturn
the University decision to terminate him.
"I've recharged my batteries," he
said. "I intend to take it all the
way."

Djuric, whose termination was
upheld in a report issued this week
by the faculty. Academic Freedom

and Tenure Committee (AFTC)
said he had been treated unfairly
by theAFTC.
He said he is now preparing a
defense of his case that will center
on the "AFTC's criminal cover-up
of a conspiracy against me.
"The ghost of Jovan Djuric will
rise again," he said.
Unless overturned by the Regents, Djuric's termination will be
effective March 5 of next year.

Fine Arts Dean Clinton Adams

14-Year Artists' Dream
Ripens Into Reality;
Arts Addition Funded
By Paul Vltt
After nearly 14 years, funds for the construction of the art building have
been fully allocated by Jhe Board of Educational Finance (BEF).
Financing was received through a state-issued bond drive of $42.5
million over a ten year period, with bonds being issued every two years.
This year concluded all sales.
Robert Schmidt, project engineer for' the University architect said, "The
art building receiving $560,000 in 1971, then in 1973 received nothing
because it was considered low priority. The balance of the funds came this
year, leftovers from the bond issue which brought the total to $2,916,000."
Due to the rise in the cost of construction, the original funds will no
longer be adequate and reduction on the scope of the project is under way
now.
Dean of Fine Arts Clinton Adams said, "Art departments are the last
major departments to receive new buildings even though the character of
the department calls for special facilities, this has been traditional on
American campuses."
Schmidt's plans on a starting date are tentative at best; "during the
current school year," was all he would say.
Once started the building has a 12-14 month completion date.
The building will be located south of Woodward Hall and will be
connected by a two-level bridge with the Fine Arts Library of Popejoy
Hall. It will also connect with the second level concourse between the
book store and the Lecture hall.
A<iams wants the new building to be for the use of majors or graduate
students. Classes taken by non-majors will continue to be taught in the old
buildings.
The building will contain no additional classrooms, but will provide
room for art studios, faculty offices and the slide library.
Adams' concern right now is over the fact that the building is already
too small to keep up with the bulging enrollment of the Fine Arts and
"the spartan budget will call for great creativity on the part of the architect
to make the building interesting.''

Solar Energy Bus Rides County Fair Circuit
By Lynda Sparber
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A new play by William Weldon
Sept.1l· 14
8:15 p.m.
Humanities Building Theatre

Tom McGuire

summer higher admission standards hearings; Jhe two votes cast
against McGuire in the PA committee meeting; and whether Wilson was trying to "force" the senate
into appointing McGuire.
Another topic of the McGuire
debate involved his "attitude" and
conduct after he was voted down
by the PA committee.
Senator Leslie Ingham, chairwoman of the PA committee, said that
he was quite visably disturbed
about the committee vote.
Senator Dick Lees said he attempted to have McGuire come
before the general Senate body, but
"he (McGuire) refus~;d."
Lees attempted several times to
have the order of the day reverted
(return to another item on the
agenda) so as to repeal the
ASUNM law which required the
Senate to confirm or turn down
McGuire's confirmation at this
meeting.
The law in question requires the
Senate to act on an appointment by
the third meeting after the president makes the appointment. The
law was repealed.
The Senate also repealed the law
establishing the ASUNM Coffeehouse.
The repeal of the coffeehouse
law came when David Levine came
before Senate for confirmation as
chairman of the Coffeehouse.
The coffeehouse was repealed

.

[

Stray Cat Blues

"You seem to place an awful lot
of importance on your appointments," she said. "But you don't
seem to care about the small organizations which will fall flat if your
vetos stick and we don't give them
funding."
Wilson's appointment, Tom
McGuire, received a "do not pass"
recommendation for both the EEC
and Curricula positions from the

'

ern NM on Route

Starting at $12.95 · 10% off with this ad!
Hours: 10:00 - 7:00 Monday · Thursday 10:00 · 9:00 Friday

Bugger City
Players Present:

student Senate last night
to cut $!000 from a bill it
passed earlier to finance the
Film Committee.
The refusal came after an argubetween senators and Wilson
his announced intento veto appropriations made
Senate and also centering on
appointment of Tom
uire to the Entrance and
Committee (EEC) and
u•u''"'" Committee.
Speaking for the Film CommitRon Kay said the deletion of
$1000 "would hamstring us."
said the 11Joney, which would
toward buying a new projector,
essential and that without it,
no purpose in us trying to
'" "''"'" in g."
agreed and stuck to
original bill to allocate $3000 to
Film Committee.
said he would veto the
I and added he was not opposed
the Film Committee getting the
but he did not want
to overspend.
president told the Senate
night it had the duty to estafiscal responsibilities for
•uNM and he chastised it for
ifrsllend in g.
senators, P.M. Duffeyand Dick Lees among
suggested the Senate curtail
until it could be determuch money it will
for this semester.
said the final figure on
amount in the budget will be
in three weeks, after enhas been tabulated.
Orlando Segura said he fasome form of "making finanpro_jection,s," but he noted to
late in the semester would

~~~~~!:~i~s::e~~n~~a,~t~o;,

7401 Menaul NE

f

Thursday, September ·11, 1975
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DRIVER WITH CAR needeu for I
uec1oeu.
266-6763. 9-10
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couple, Terms and time to be

Bean Bag Village
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.t?z;24?0~ s~==-J~~
Quality BeEm Bag Furniture
One Year Guarantee

'
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and Saturday nights. Must be 21
1
App1y ·10 pwon, no Phone ca Jls. ple·'sc.
Wav Liljuor Stores. 5704 Lomas NE.
Menuul N E. 9·19
·
DEliVERY PERSON NEEDED 1\>r
time work, Must have own cur. Apply 1
Curruro's Pizm. 106 BCornell SE. 9·11
TUTORS WANTED. All levels <.>f math
per hr. Contact Prof Griego. Hum 431. 1
7. TRAVEL
NEEDED: RIDE to Artesia Friday.
il
share expenses, Jean 255-9094. 9-1
8. MISCELLANEOUS

..,..-

pool. Efficiencies
and I Walkang
bdrm. ava1~able.
nished
or unfurnished.
dastancefurto

UNM. 1520 Univeristy NE. 243-2494. 9-13
SHARE ATTRACTIVE HOUSE. 4 blocks

I

....,.

.

heart. Rents start at $135. Large .sw1mmmg

accepted during regular store hours, Apply at
La lleJJe's, 4920 Menaul. 9- I5

******************
** . Free Fl'lms *:+
Today
!
* .
*
~ "Fast & Loose" ~
** p t · g *.._
!
~
*

9

eagercollege students. Applicauons are bemg

'

~:u~~~e~;~ek~'~us~~;~~,;-:~~~f( . i·

SR-I I CALCUlATOR for sale. call 3455232. 9-10
20 PORTABLE TV's $30·$60. 441 Wyoming
NE, 255-5987. 10-23

** c
!
**

THE
apart·
men! CITADEL
complex forAPARTMENTS--An
the young and the y,oun&
at

'

HANG G LJDER-Skysport-red. white. and
blue-many Xtras-Jay 265-9472. 9· 10
.

FREE MATH TUTORING for minoritx SIU·
dents. Contact Prof. Griego. Hum 431 9-19
WOMEN'S GALLERY FEMINIST Bookstore now open for business. M-F 9:30-5:00
ea Ufln
Sat 12-4. 3007 Central NE. Next to Lobo
MI'ri'am Hopki'ns
Theatre 255-4700. 9· I2
..,.
NAIMA YRAM will Belly dance for your
1 L 0 mbard
cclcbmtion. Also. Jccture-demonslmllon?.
aro e
instruction (specializing in advanced techn•·
Ilke Chase
que).265-1834. 9-10.
.
. ..,.
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM selectnc.
Sh
.
t 10
Guaranteed accuracy with reasonable rates,
OWings a
. a.m.,
298-7147. 9-12
.
1
CHILDCARE in my home. fenced yard. lf 11:30 a.m.,
p.m.
Near
UNM
and
Presbyterian
Hospital.$
18
IO
~ In the SUB-Theatre
$20 weekly. Call Jody Kapke at 268-2121 or -r
5

tions are open now through S"hnstmas ,for

10

FRAMELEss FACTORY in~xpensive ~ontemporary lightweight frammg techntque
ideal for print. posters. photography. 10 peri ~

ance.
266-0308
before 6:00
house Ernie
one-third
rent. afternoons
utilities. walking
diSt·
p.m. 9·1 I

. •..

•

new clutch. real jewel. $3500. 3450582.

Custom black-a'nd-white process1.ng pnntmg.
Fine-gajn or push processms of film: Contuct
sheets or custom proofs. H1gh quality enlargements; mounting. etc. Adv1ce, 1f asked, Ca II

ROOMMATE WANTED: Share 3 bedroom

H
I

1
1969tvi..\uil(} good condition. very ;easo'n~ ' 'im DATS UN 510. 4 spc~d. A['.!, R~di~.} .
ble 277-2438.9->: 243· 1489 after6:00 9-16 door. 36.000 miles. very good cond!IB~~· J~o9
a
16 after
7888 weekd;ays.
am.m-5 p.m.
or or · best.
SONY
TC-10 CAR CASSETT E p1:•yle;. F~
5 p.m. and8 weekends.
$1900
waus. bought new $130. Used Jut c,
~IO
9
forward andREW. $80. 265-2842. 9-10
TWIN-BED including frume. headboard.
1972 KAWASAKI S-2 350. excellent condi- maitrcss,springs,242-3560. 9-10
lion. $650. Call 294-3594. 9· I6
NEW MPXICO'S BICYCLE touring c~nter,
BICYCL.ES--lowesl prices and largest sele<· Quality 10 speed bicycles. Camp.m~ hikmg.
lion of the finest European makes. R.C. and backpad;ing equipment. Tnul nus Cy~
Hallell's World Champion Bicycles. 2122 dcry, 1031 San MateoSE. 256-9190. tfn
Coal PI SE. 843-9378. Open til 9 p.m.
6. EMPLOYMENT
d PART TIME and full job available. Sule~.
'58 TR-3, body restored, engine overhaule9 . warehouse at La Belle's Dist, Clef!Cal paS!·

'J

'J .,.,u
,\ 'J r~ !). r1
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PLUS

GOVINDA
SEPTEMBER 22, 1975 ..1· 8:15P.M.
POPEJOY HALL
TICKfTS SUB BOX OfFICE •GOLU STREET
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8:15 P.M.
POPEJOY HALL
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Dr. Charles Richards, professor
of mechanical engineering, is coor. many laymen, the concept of dinating the solar .display. He said
1
a house through solar most solar research is limited to
means opening a curtain, two categories: the scientific
to UNM, residents of Las researcher and the self-taught solar
Deming and El Paso will buffs.
a little more about the energy
"The researcher with millions of
while attending their county dollars doesn't want to bother wit];
nickle and dime projects" like roofoffice of admissions and top systems an individual can inwill visit the fairs in a stall himself. The self-taught solar
home-type bus called the buff "has started from scratch" and
Once there, they built solar energy housing, he said.
promotional material
"The homeowner doesn't want
entertainment by some to build a new house ... he wants to
of the Collegiate Singers know how to adapt his own house,"
univcr~;itv administrator John
Richards said.
a display of solar
The do-it-yourself displays ingeared toward use clude a solar water heater, an oil
barrel windmill which can generate

electricity or pump water, and a
parabolic mirror (concave reflective disc) which can generate high
concentrations of heat on a targetsmaller versions are used by hunters as matchless cigarette lighters.
A home-made solar collector is
made from black corrugated sheet
metal in a box with a glass top and
costs on Iy $1.25 a square foot. It
can provide the hot water needs for
an average-sized house. In four
hours, it can heat 35 gallons of
water from 70 degrees to 150
degrees Fahrenheit.
Bakas, assistant dean of admis-

sions and records, has coordinated
the visits by the Express. The project "is kind of a promotional for
the University," he said.

"We're just' going to sort of visit
with the people," and provide information on the school to anyone
who may be interested, Bakas said.
The Express was financed by the
Greater UNM Fund. The bus used
to bdong to the Medical School.
Richards said the project should
provide fair-goers much needed
entertainment after the jam and
quilt exhibits and might better the
feelings many of the state's residents hold for UNM,
Richards will probably not travel
with the Express, but he is aware of
the University's potential of drawing an audience at the fairs. This
summerhe performed in Canadian
fairs in his role as registered clown
and
professional
magician:
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~Lt. Calley's Pardon Overturned;

I

~
~

iMv Lai Conviction
"

"'_i

NEW ORLEANS--A federal ap_3 peals court reinstated the convic6' tion of former Army Lt. William L
"' Calley Wednesday, saying his
Ci platoon's assault on the Vietna8 mese hamlet of My Lai was "one
'B of the most tragic chapters in the
:::S history of this nation's armed for~
ces."

Sustained

Calley has been free since last
year when his 1971 Army courtmartial conviction for killing 22
civilians at My Lai was overturned
by a federal district judge because
of massive pretrial publicity.
The Vietnamese civilians were
slain in an assault by Calley's
platoon March 16. 1968. Despite
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Les Paul Custom
with ~ase
$625.00

'

Now there
are two

I

!'I

TSO

1.

'

locations to
serve you.
•

the latest ruling, it is virtually certain he will remain free since the
Army granted Calley a parole last
Nov. 19. Calley's attorney said they
would appeal the decision anyway.
The military refused to abandon
its appeal to the 5th Circuit Court
of Appeals because it felt the civilian court exceeded its power in
overturning the military court m&rtiaL The circuit court reinstated the
conviction in an 8-5 decision following nearly seven months of
deliberation.
"A large number of defenseless
old men, women and children were
systematically shot and killed by
Calley and other American soldiers
in what must be regarded as one of
the most tragic chapters in the
history of this nation's armed forces," the majority opinion said.
"This court is convinced that
Lieutenant Calley received a fair
trial from the military courtmartiaL We reverse the district
court's order and reinstate the
judgment.of the court-martiaL"
The five dissenting judges said
they voted in Calley's favor
because they felt his constitutional
rights had been violated by Congress' refusal to release its investigative report on the My Lai incident to his defense attorney.
But the majority held, "The testimony in question was never available to the prosecution, which not
only did not benefit from the information but was not responsible for
its
nonproduction."
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Biodegradable Plastics

268-2008

Students Initiate Prof Evaluation
Beginning this semester, UNM
,. be blessed with its first
initiated teacher evaluation
\rog:ram in four years.
ed
by ASUNM,
the
''""ram is being coordinated by
McCarthy with assistance
Alfred Santistevan, ASUNM

LONDON--A British company Wednesday announced the first
"We're (the ASUNM Teacher
commercial uses of plastics which destroy themselves,
Committee) interested
"It could end pollution by plastics," said Prof. G.J.L. Griffin of
filling in the gap between stuBunel University.
·
·
and faculty," said McCarthy.
Griffin devised a technique of adding simple starch to plastic in
prc1gr:am
is for the betterment
the manufacturing process. The result, he said, is dramatic.
The resulting material does not actually self-destruct, but it can
groups."
McCarthy said the evaluations
be attacked and broken down by bacteria in soil, in garbage dumps
lves will be completed by
and in the sea.
unteer
students enrolled in
When the starch-containing plastic is buried, for instance, bac·
taught by randomly selecteria penetrates the thin plastic layer, liquefies the starch and
tcachers.
eventually decomposes the plastic itself.
In a period of time the p)astic is converted to water, carbon · "The evaluation will be comtem•en" she said. "We'll start by
dioxide and humus-Ordinary soil, Griffin said.
selecting at least one
.mre ..:nr from each department to
NORFOLK, Va.--A naval officer now comm
evaluated."
instead of a submarine because he allowed a topless go-go
She said in the larger departperform aboard his ship says his action was not improper.
several professors would be
Cmdr. Connelly D. Stevenson said he is appealing the loss of
ted and added evaluations will
command but that he doesn't want to fight his battle in the press,
made only with the approval of
"I'm in the middle of Navy proceedings in my behalf and
teacher involved.
already concerned that the press just has not done my cause
"I'd like to see the' professors
good and it's certainly my intention not to continue the
a say in whether they want to
activity," Stevenson said Tuesday night.
evaluated," she said. "I can see
Stevenson was relieved of command three weeks after his
point of view in not wanting
the Finback, sailed from Port Canaveral, Fla., on June 10
have students tell them how to
their job."
bare-breasted go-go dancer Cat Futch gyrating on board.
, McCarthy acknowledged that
of the poorer instructors
t#c1uld not want to be evaluated,
WASHINGTON (UPI)--Congress took the first steps We:dn·esda,)IJ6ut she said the program would fail
toward making possible radio broadcast of former
RichardM.Nixon'sWhiteHousetapes.
The House administration subcommittee on printing approved a ,
·
resolution rejecting some proposed regulations on access ~to~~-~~~h:e.fj•nlinued from page 11
tapes and 42 million other documents accumulated in the
•
White House.
several senators questioned
necessity of having two corAs proposed by the General Services Administration (GSA),
on campus. The other
regulations would have prevented broadcast of the tapes
prohibiting access to researchers who want to' re-record them.
in question was the
· The regulations had been drafted by GSA administrator Arthurn:ell:tr," a coffeehouse recently
in the Hokona DormiSampson, but the subcommittee found some of his proposals
restrictive. Sampson, appointed by Nixon, has announced
Levine, Sen. P.M. Duffeyintention to resign.
and Ron Kay, a represenof the "Cellar," argued that
ASUNM Coffeehouse would
DETROIT (UPI)--The FBI disclosed for the first time W
hP in competition with' the
day that agents found a weapon in a car seized on suspicion it 111•''11'11· "
used in the kidnapping of James R. Hoffa.
"The Cellar has no objection to
The government also said for the first time that it thinks
establishment of another cofformer boss of the Teamsters International Union is dead.
:eho·use," Kay said.
Government attorneys attempting to prevent a federal court from Duffey-Ingrassia said that in
releasing the car to its owner--the son of a reputed Mafia
chieftain--said the weapon was a 12 gauge shotgun. It was found in
the car's trunk.
The car, some federal investigators contend, is the most solid
piece of evidence in the baffling case. It was borrowed July 30 by a
self-described foster son of Hoffa and driven at the same time in the
same area where Hoffa vanished.

.
D k
Gyratlons
on ec

Nixon Tapes May Air

'

831~5326

Beside McCarthy and Santistevan, the Teacher Evaluation Committee will have three work-study
students. In addition, an advisory
committee of University officials is
being set up to help answer questions which may arise concerning
the evaluation process.
"The advisory group won't have
the power to alter an evaluation,"
said McCarthy. "It will serve as a
consulting group."
The six members of the advisory
group·
have not been selected, but
Patty McCarthy
they will include representatives
if the faculty felt it was being from the faculty, UN M office of
academic affairs, the student affairs
"forced on them."
office,
and ASUNM.
"The idea is that students should '
have something to say to the instructors who are teaching them,"
she said. "It's good that departments and the instructors themselves evaluate the courses, but the
students need to also."
She said students in each class
would be given computerized
sheets containing questions about
the instructor and the value of the
'course. These sheets would then be
scored with the results printed in a
brochure. The first brochure is
scheduled to appear before the

Depend on TSO for prescription eyewear.
Convenient credit available,

talking with sever'al students on
campus she had found no objection
to two coffeehouses and said that
each coffeehouse "served a different clientele."
Sen. Kathy Martinez said she
objected to the possibility of having
to fund the "Cellar" in the future.
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You don't have to go back to the coun!er to get some more
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TEXAs STATE OPTICAL
Medicade Patients Welcome
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POOR MfiHS

3008 CENTRAL AVE. S.E., ALBUQUERQUE,
N.M. 87106
TELEPHONE 255-3239
ACROSS FROM THE LOBO THEATER
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Thousands of frames
Pre-cut mats/Mat cutters
Mat Boards/Braquettes
Glare & Non-Glare Glass

The Hottest Brands Going!

Presents
The Ballet Aztlan of Mexico Production of

Tuesday, September 23-8:15 p.ni.
Tickets-$7.00, $6.50, $6.00, $5.00, $4.00
UNM Undergraduates-1/2 Price
Telephone-277-3121

ram
supplies

Have you ever tried to buy a
$15.00 pair of pants for $14.00?

"FIESTA FOLKLORICO"
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ev~.Jations.

POPEJOY HALL

4410-A Central Avenue S.W
in West Central Plaza·

z

spring semester.
The computer approach is being
used as "a mass means of getting
the data together to give us a fair
picture," said McCarthy, adding
she is usually opposed to standardized,
computer
sheets
for

nate Budget Str U QQle S

The Cultural Program Committee
The Associated Students UNM

4300 Central Avenue S. E.
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Record Numbers Need English Tutoring
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The Governor's Delusi
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By Tony Savarese
I lind our Governor's behavior pattern completely incomprehensible.
he considers his constituents stupid and has assumed an aura of del
grandeurlor himself.
The. "man nobody owns" is still bestowing high paying positions on
p!lyotls to people who cannot possibly do the jobs they are assigned to do,
of lack of knowledge or experience on their part, His gimmick is to make
them exempt, as they could not possibly pass the examinations passed by
employed in the same field of endeavor, with no thought whatsoever of
from the ranks.
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His behavior is making a farce of the New Mexico Personnel System.'

BUS

should anyone working for the State endeavor to do excellent work on thej
wben some political "hack" will step in for the better positions with high
in pay?
JUST WHAT IN HELL did he have in mind when he inspected the
Guard in fatigues with four stars on his fatigues and his helmet? He shook
with the members of the Guard and told them he was Gov. Jerry Apodaca,
my friends, was the extent of his military inspection. Does he not know that
of the National Guard members are former service men and when they fall
an inspection, they want to be inspected, not be a captive

...

electioneering, no matter how inocuous it may seem on the surface.

. THE Bf\D
NEWS IS

I

stars w•s the epitome of arrogance, for which he seems to be noted. As a
. sergeant, I may have complained about my superior officers, but you can
bottom dollar I respected most of them and I too, resent his assuming four
general status.

Will Someone Translate Elucidate?
Editor:
"Some elucidate ... " is a hell
of a way to start an opinion
directed to an audience whom
the author acknowledges may
have ninth-grade reading capability. If I translate correctly, the
first paragraph of Alfred Santistevan's LOBO Opinion (9 Sep
7 5) says 'ttiat some people
believe that this University is a
third-rate institution because it
admits practically anyone who
applies.

in four years. Two-thirds of the
"class of '79" will not have a
degree by 1 983, eight years
after their admission here. The
majority of the people we
presently admit to Santistevan's "four years of academic
rigor and social symbiosis" can-
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"elitist";group that Mr. Santi·
stevan mentions. It seems
reasonable to me to expect that
when the state has spent 1 2
years attempting to educate a
person, that person should be
a b!e to perform basic mathematics and write a coherent paragraph. These are skills which a
large portion of each year's
freshman class at this school
lacks. The Univeristy is not a
place for teaching high school
English--by
definition
that
should be done in high schools.
If a student has not mastered
high-school level skills, he
should not be permitted to
graduate.

not make it through in twice
that time.
We surely will not improve
matters by further lowering admission
standards
to
this
University.
James L. Merrill

Sic Semper Tyrannus

Editor:
·
Hail King Augustus! Hail the benevolent, all-knowing ruler!
Praise be to him who guides the miserable likes of we infantile,
self-centered morons! Praise his plan devised in total wisdom!
In his letter to the LOB0 on Friday, Sept. 5, Augustus Kamburis
defends NMPIRG with these words, " ... the most important thing
to happen to this campus since the Cambodian Invasion
protests ... So what if we do force a few students to contribute to an
organization they don't wish to belong to I PI RG is necessary for
them, whether they recognize this or not. PI RG is in their best
interests. Two dollars is hardly a hardship for anyone. Students
would just waste the money if they had it. With PI RG, student
money is being channeled to the correct cause, not frivolity."
Take a moment to see what he is telling you. None of you know
how to manage your own affairs. You need Mr. Kamburis to tell
you how to act, what you need, and how to spend your money.
for one, hope not all supporters of PI RG will resort to this
ridiculous rhetoric of an aging revolutionary.
Richard J. Gordon

1;

estimate that about 800 students
get not1ces. But only 200 bother to
·mqutre;,
· W e v.:on d er w h y 600 d on ' t
bother, he satd.
The program offers full credit
Enghsh courses for students wtlh
inadequate English backgrounds
and offers help with college writing
and study habits,. Classes are available for foreign students, and all
classes are limited to six students.
Students scoring 15 or less on the
ACT test are advised to take the
Tutorial course.
However, students who score
average on the ACT test have been
shown to do average grade work in
later classes regardless of enrolling

By Judy Herrera
A record 218 students have
· t h e E ng 1'ts h T utonal
·
enro II ed m.
Program thts semester, 68 more
than last year.
Dean Brodkey, program director, said enrollment in the voluntary classes has increased, In the
program's first year, 1969-70, there
were less than 50 students.
"We're a growing program. Our
enrollment increases every year,
but one thing l wonder is w]l,Y more
of the students that might need us
don'l contact us.
"We send notices to low American College Testing Program
(ACT) scoring students and we
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Believe it or not, with so many important bills on the agenda which are
to improve conditions for the people living in New Mexico, legislature had
pass. a bill stating that any member of the Guard could be court-martialed
derogatory remarks about the Governor, tch, tch.
HIS HANDLING OF the Leach matter was another example of his arrogEmcel
complete disregard for those who may be hurt by his attitude. Mr. Leach '·
that he had refused to give the Governor his report because a leak could
injury or death to about 5 prisoners in the State Pen, so he, Leach, gave the
to Attorney General Tony Anaya, who proceeded to give the report to the
The next day the name of the party being investigated came out in the
r
complete disregard to what may happen to the five prisoners mentioned by
Leach. I know nothing about Mr. Leach or the quality of his work, but do
no one, regardless of his position, should ruin a man for life, as far as ""'·'""r''
is concerned, 'just because the man refused to hand the big shot a piece of
Our Governor's statement that he, the Governor, could not fire Leach, but he
·fire the Commissioners if they did not fire Leach, just shows more of his
If the Commission had refused to fire Leach and were adamant about it, the
thing would have been dropped.
ANOTHER TIME, WHEN the Governor was to speak at the
Washington and was told when he ~rrived to give the speech that he should
a confrontation, he turned around and took a vacation frQm speech makinll· 1
his wife, but never told anyone in New Mexico until a gentleman in
brought it to the public's attention.
The most asinine remark during the entire proceedings regarding Mr.
was the one by the lady with only four days' experience as a Cormrr1issionr1r.:
said she agreed wholeheartedly with the Governor that Mr. Leach should bi
Isn't it wonderful to be able to draw upon such a wealth of experience.
Another thing, among many, that is irritating me is the Portales Liquor
First, he belittled Carlos Jaramillo by insisting he, the Governor, wanted to
the liquor applicants were bonafide residents of Portales and not soonecmewN
moved in recently just to apply for a liquor license. So-three persons ·
Amarillo, Texas, obtained licenses, another from Las Cruces (the Go·ver·nor's~
town) and another of the Gares Brothers, a senior at the University, is ste•ppingr
a position of authority on the Troika organization in .Portales. When are the
payoffs going to stop?
I, and many of my Chicano friends, are getting fed up.
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ASUNM CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION WILL MEET 7 p.m. Sept. II. second

eUuorlals represent . a
n;~jorltfOii~ of tt1e DailY. .t.Obo·
staff. All-other columns~canoohs and
letters ~represent the opinion of the
author :and de not necessarily reflect
thP 'Views. of the staff.

interests and ex eriences and· range
·
f
17 tp0 30•
m age rom
"Some need help in English
skills, and others haven't been to
school in a while and like the idea
of small classes to get back into
school," Brodkey said.

"The program works because of
the small class sizes, the low
student-teacher ratio, and because
our seventeen teachers are professionals, They all have at least three
The program offers 35 sections
years teaching experience," he said. of full credit courses in English
101, 102, and 103. They meet for
hours a week.
five
The students have a variety of
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Po5itions are now open for voter registrars with
ASUNM. Applications can be picked up at the
SUB, rm. 242,

UNM Rugby! Join now. Meeting at UNM

So, Campus. 5:30 p.m. T. Th. Further info
CJII Louie 268·9774 or Roy 268-6111.
In order to keep your VA checks comin]j.

you must inform tlic Counseling Center 10
Mesa Vista 2l08 of the new classes you

enrolled in for the fall semester. If you have
not filled out the info sheet listing these
~lasses. do so this week tci prevent any delay
myourpayments.
Registr.llion for soccer continues. Anybody
interested should register this week. The
lf"IIP'ltf' till rl<

Sf"nf J4

UNM Ballroom Dance Club will hold a
meetiQg Friday. Sept. 12 at 7·9 p.m. in
Carlisle Gym rm. 101.
1975 graduate students and people who
paid for a 1975 yearbook please come pick up

your books in I he Alumm office. second floor
or the SUB. Grad students get one free.

The UNM Fencing Club is meeting at 3:30
p.m.- in Carlisle Gym. Sept. II. All skill
levels. including beginners welcome. Call
242-5990 between 10 and II p.m.
.The National Press PhotograP.hers Assn.
wtll hold an. organizational meeting Friday.
Sepl. 12 at 4:30 p.m. in rm. 212 of tfie

Joarnalism Bldg.

Free special tnath tutoring program for minority
all levels: Undcrgrad, grud. Interested
minllrity students conw.cl Prof (iric:go, Dept. of
M~th, Humanities 432.
~
~llldcnts,

Over 300 part-time, full-time
and temporary jobs are posted in
the Student Aids office at 1163
Mesa Vista. They range from baby
sitting to selling liquor and are
available to anyone attending
UNM.
"We have more jobs than we
have ever had before," said
Mary Schodorf, director of OffCampus Student Employment.
"Please tell the students to come in
and at least read our job board
because there's a g(lod chance
they'll find a job that suits them."
Schodorf said to get a job refer·
ral a UNM ID must be shown and
a card relating to your job preference and skills should be filled out.
Last year the Student Aids office
received 3,030 jobs and 2,133 were
Mary Schodorf
filled. This year's job opportunities
are greater because of belter find out whether he has filled the
economic conditions.
position and how many students
This year the Student Aids office applied. The student's name who
sent out post cards to all advertisers fille.d the job is put on record in the
in the Albuquerque yellow pages. Student Aids office. Later a card is
The response was overwhelming sent out for rating the student's
performance. The card is kept on
and cards are still coming in.
The Student Aids office contacts file and can be used by the student
the employer after two weeks to as a reference,

Applications are now being accepted Cor the
ASUNM Speakers Committee. They must be
received by Friday, Sept. 121n the ASUNM office,
rm. 242.

Mortar Board. national senior women's

honorary, will meet Sunday, Sept. 14 at 4

p.m. at 413 Fontana NE. For more info or if
unable lo attend cnll277-3368 or 255·8410.

All indian Pueblo Students in the Native
merican Program in the College of Enginee·

ring will meet Friday. Sept. 11 in the Dean;s
conference room.
Prof. Fri!d Schueler will present a paper on
moral scepticism Friday. Sept. 12. Coffee at3
p.m. and informal discussion 3:30 in Huma ..
nitir:s 518.
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Absentee Ballots for lhe ASUNM Election.
Sepl. 17 available in rm 242. SUB until4 p.m.
Sept. 16.

\

Poll workers needed for the ASUNM
Special Election. Sept. 17. from 8 a.m. to 7
p.m. Sign up in rm 2~2. SUB or come to info.

THE BIKE SHOP
PRO SHOP

meeting Mon. Sepl. 15. 8:30 p.m .. rm 248,
SUB.
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We now offer Albq's
Lowest prices on:
Peugeot
e Paddleball Racquets
and Balls
e Bicycles
• Parts
e Accessories
• Repairs

•
THE BIKE SH.OP
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Mizutani Racer
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Orlando R. Medjna
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Liquid Ciilver ~a.s5 oz.

ASUNM PEG PRESENTS
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Editor-in-Chief
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General Store

300 Job Openings
Listed at Student Aids

PLUS

Unllg~··a:

enrolled in history, philosophy,
sociology
geology
and oth
'
'
courses. These courses serve as era
basis for many of their English
papers.

DOONESBURY

This University, however, exhausts itself attempting to com:
pensate for the failings of primary and secondary education.
The math and English depart·
ments spend a huge portion of
their time, energy, money and
talent attempting
to
bring
freshmen up to the level I described above. A further waste is
that not even one in six of these
freshme'n will get their degree

Editorial Board

in Tutorial, ?ut those who do enroll
tend to stay Ill school longer,
'
· k ~e. "W ere
very success f u 1 lll
pmg students here and preventtng
th~m Erom flunking. out," Brodkey
satd, However thetr grades don't
show a significant improvement for
having been in Tutorial."
The program is limited to just
over 200 students, but size restrictions have I)Ot yet been a problem.
"It's not like we're turning students away in droves," Brodkey
said. "We usually just fill up our
classes."
The program operates with a
coordinated course option. Special
courses are available for students

842-9.100
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By Phillip Havey
The message presented by
Professor James Lewis at the Honors seminar held last Friday carried malthusian forebodings, which
unlike those of the great nineteenth
•
century economists,
seem to b e
adhering strictly to schedule,
Speaking on projected world
trends, Professor Lewis, of the
mathematics department, focused
his remarks on a 1970 study at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology which has just recently been

I

Every Sunday Morning to
Parkview Baptist Church
Bus leaves La Posada parking lot at 9:15 a.m. and
returns at 12:15 p.m. A light
breakfast is served at the
church. For more information
call 242-2606.

updated. Based on one hundred
key factors ranging from the
stockmarket to the air pollution
index, the MIT computer scientists
projected the population density
figures for the next twenty-five
years, confirming the premise that
world population will double every
thirty-five years.
With this in mind, they raA a
study on what would happen if our
food production doubled during
the same period. Their results, said
Lewis, showed that even with a
doubling of the present output, the
world population would rise to 5.4
billion people just before the year
2000 and would suddenly drop
back to 3.7 billion later. This "statistical dieoff' of 1.7 billion people
would be mainly through starvation. Millions will possibly die, but
the greater impact will be on the
hypothetical 3.7 billion survivors
who must lower their standard of
living so the theoretical victims will
not become actual victims. It is that
major change in the quality of life
which will affect most people.

WILDERNESS EXCURSIONS

& BICYCLE TOURING
-~Outfitters for Backpacking-Hiking-ClimbingBicycling-Sales-Service-Rentals-Clinics

'rRAIL HAUS

256-9190
1031 San Mateo S.E.

since 1967

The 1974 update of the study
showed that nothing has been done
to adjust or relieve conditions
stated in their original study.
A member of the seminar, David
Baumheckel, questioned the thesis
of doubling food produciton which
was so essential to the even some-

.,~~
~

what negative MIT report. He
pointed out that the nitrogen demands for crops--especially corn·
in the middle west were high while
the present supplies were meager
and verging on depletion.
He further reminded the seminar
that all of the experimental crops
being developed at present share
one common factor, which is that
progressively increased demands
for nitrogen, for the so called
"miracle crops" the . average
layman hopes will save the
situation at the last minute will be
impossible to produce. Attention
was also drawn to the fact that New
Mexico farmers are already in a
struggle to maintain their energy
rights so there can be no consideration of the increase of resources
that would be required to double
their yield.
Professor Lewis said that the
new report had suggested a "cut
back" in farm production because
doubling yield will increase demand on energy resources.
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AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

POPEJOY HALL
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Present
America's Finest Modem Dance Troupe
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financial situation and discussions
of the NCAA rule changes, the
coach evaluation form and scheduling policy.

.l
:1

Covered
'Wr'ago.n·

1

Makers of-Hand Mode Indian Jewelry

OLDTOWN

Thursday

THE IAnLE OF ALGIERS

Friday
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Kon Ichikawa's MaSterpiece

Saturday

The
Seduction
Of M"mi
SUB Theatre

$100

7:00 & 9:00
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Prescriptions
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Kiddie Korral

I Our NE Heights
Branch
2501 Pennsylvania NE

Thursday, Sept, II
Poetry & Pickin

i,

Casa Country
Day School

may be filled at:
SUPER DRUG # 3

I La

' Our North Valley
'I

Branch
9139 Guadalupe Tr.

N.w~.~~---lndividual attention stressed

Rainmaker Boogie Band
$1.00 & ID required

I

Thunderbird Bar 867-9911
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could eventually be revenue- ~producing.
o
On the agenda fo.- this year's first
council meeting, Parker said, are a ~
report on the budget and current t""

i ·:,:'-)' .

106 Girard S.E.
Telephone 255-1645

Fine academic J>rogra m

Trained teachers
Hot balanced lunches Swimming
Ponies-Field trips
Transportation arranged
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By Rick Wright
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Editor's Note: Have a sports question which has really been buggin~
, you? Try to stump Del Jones, or pose a question to any member of the
I athletic department and Jones will see that you get an answer. Write to the
- Sports Desk of the LOBO or call 277-4202.
. Q: No one I know, not even the longest tenured professor in this
college, can remember a winning Lobo football season. When and who was
1 the coach?
.
1
A: How qui~kly they forge[. But then again a tenured professor has a
1 bit more secunty than a football coach. Ask Rudy Feldman since he was
the last winning coach with a 6-3-2 record in 1971 and a 7-3-0 slate in
'-11970. Those were the prime years of the wishbone offense at UNM when
; , the likes of Rocky Long, Sam Scarber and Fred Henry combined to give
. the Lobos a nationally ranked ground attack.
, But if those two years slipped the profs minds you have to go back to
;
. ,. _,,,,,.,,w,_;,,,,,, 41.
,

Fri. 12, Sat. 13 & Sun. 14
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By Del Jones
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Athletic Council To Use
Coach Evaluation Forms

I

Larry Goodell
Kell Robertsin
Dinner From 6:30-8:30 p.m.
9:00p.m.
no cover

$10.00, $9.00, $8.00, $7.00, $6.00
Tickets Available now at Box Office
Telephone: 277:31~1
Undergraduates with Activity Card
may Purchase Two Tickets maximum at
1/2 the Regular Prices
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The

Two Performances
Two Different Programs
Thursday~ Friday~ October 2~ 3-8:15 pm
Student Subscribers Please note:
Your Passes will be honored only on Oct. 2

1'71 , Last Good Year

"gut reaction" to them is negative.
The UNM Athletic Council last "I don't like the trend toward cutBy TERRY ENGLAND
year introduced a coach evaluation ting back In minor sports," he said.
form and will continue to use it this
"UNM has always had a good,
year. Council Chairman AI Parker well-rounded athletic program," he
Leaders & Followers
said Monday.
There are people who feel television should be a follower, it mirror of
Parker said the form, similar to
current thought and fads. Others feel televis_ion should serve as an
the instructor evaluations used at
entert~inment medium and nothing else, because as such it is not harmful
the University, was filled out by all
PfUI.
members of each varsity team last
That's where the problem lies--nothing new is ever seen. Instead thee['
year. "I think the student athletes
status quo, the "what the public wants to see" mentality.
were very pleased with the opporSure it's not harmful--you don't have to think_ about what y~u see. The
tun.ity," he said.
networ~s make sure of that by presenting mmdless pap Without an!
Athletic Director Lavon McDoredeemmg soc1al value whatever.
.
nald
discussed
last
year's
To lead, or not to lead, that is the question, Whether 'tis nobler to lei
evaluations with each coach, Parthe few with Nielson boxes dictate the taste of an entire nation or whether
ker said, and the athletic council
it is better to educate and inform. It's harder to lead,--you take so man1
made recommendations based on said. "I think there are some frills
chances. You can lose your shirt, 'pants, everything you own. It takes a 1;1
the
evaluations.
of thought and effart. And money.
..,,..,"~,&'*:
in the maJor sports programs (bas·
"The forms are really intended ketball and football) that could be
Educatiom & Entertainment
.'
to help the coaches identify cut instead of cutting back on
Then there's always the touchy question of what to present. PBS, the
minor sports."
"educational" network has that problem facing them, and once in a while
they blow it.
_
Parker said one of the council's
main concerns in recent years has
Is Upstairs, Downstairs educational, or is it just entertainment? It migh:
been the strengthening of the wobe entertainment, but it is not entertainment along the lines ot: say, Alllr..
·•f!ltl .
men's
athletic program at UNM.
the Family. The "Lord Peter" series on Masterpiece Theatre is a detectin. :
-··:·· ·.· ;:.-.
"We've done our best to see the
series, but there are no car chases, shoot- 'em-up pseudo-violem-e.
·
t~; '
women's program is funded
But do you ever see anything the quality of The Ascent of Man on,
"C
Wi
lf"J
·
commercial TV?
De1 ry o
ones
adequately and comparably to the
•
.
•
?
· 1964 when Coach Bill Weeks took the Lobos to a 9-2·0 season. Only one
men's," he said. "Of course, this
Does commerctal TV ever om:r college cred1t _for the1r shows.- ?Hall:., modern team has gone undefeated and that was clear back in 1927 when
year's council will have eight new
you ever seen a show on commercial TV worth gettmg college credit.
, 1 Roy Johnson guided the Lobos to an 8-0-l record. Any of you profs
members (of II), and I don't know
The biggest problem o.f PBS is money. They cannot charge $100,0001: remember that one?
how the new people think."
Q: Rumor: Mike Patterson grew an inch over the summer. True or
minute for a football game, even if they did cover the sport. So, somev:,
Parker said he does not believe
the money must come fro~ outside sources like the _government. Thi : false?
the controversial Title IX presents
leads to obvious problems, like censorship. If the stations do not do wh<. A: Not so says basketball coach Norm Ellenberger. Patterson, a junior,
much of a problem at UNM. "It
the government likes, funds can be cut off. This isn't as wild as it seem.; is still 6-8 but will probably be the tallest player when the Lobos take the
puts pressure on a lot of schools
floor for the first game against Colorado. UNM has one remaining
because Nixon-Agnew, in the height of their power, tried to do it.
who have been slow to react to t11e
Profit & Creativity
schol~rship, but good tall players are either no longer around or they
need for women's programs," he
Since the motive of commercial stations is profit, there is no problem. I:- signed with Maryland before going pro.
said, "but I don't think it's created
Q: When was the last time UNM beat Arizona State in football?
a show does not get high ratings, then simply pull it and replace it wi~
serious problems here."
another of the same ilk.
A: Remember the summer of '42? Well that very fall the Lobos
He said he disagrees with those
There's a theory that a show also dies if the product name of th1 outscored the Sun Devils 35-7 for their last win over the WAC
who say Title IX will bring an end
sponsoring company is not remembered by viewers because the prograrr powerhouse. Since then ASU has won 14 consecutive games from the
Athletic Council Chairman to "intercollegiate athletics as we
quality is so high.
Lobos including the 41-7 smothering last season. In those 14 games, ASU problems," he said. "It's hoped the know it."
That theory is often applied to Star Trek. The show had such ar has outscored UNM 605-224, or a per game average of 43-16. Obviously coaches will deal with them before
"I don't think women are going
1m pact, people were thinking about it during the commercials. Th~: there~has _been s~me. kind. of domination going on since WWII. Before the council has to."
to demand a football program," he
forgot there were commercials, and the sponsors didn't like that. So th: that t1me 1t wasn t qu1te as bad. From 1932 through 1942 the Lobos broke
Parker, a UNM economics said. "I don't think the women are
network was pressured to drop the series, which they tried to do at the en:' even with ASU, each team winning five and one tie (0-0 in 194 I).
professor, said the coaches see only asking for equal money, just equal
of the second year.
Overall in 25 games the Lobos have won five, lost 19 and one tie. The a summary of the evaluations and programs."
·
But they couldn't, because of public pressure. The network retaliated b.' widest margin of vi:tory for the ~un. Devils .was 53 points ~he~ they not the forms themselves. "There's
Parker said he believes women
forcing the creator and producer, Gene Roddenberry, away from thr, de~eated UNM 60-7 m 1972. UNM s b1ggest wm was the 28 pomts 1t won no chance for the coach to tie in realize that men's football and basshow. The believability went out the window, the ratings went down, an;. j by tn '42.
handwriting," he said. "Also, any ketball as revenue-producing sports
Q: Wheu was the last time the UNM football team won theW AC title?
the U.S.S, Enterprise was drydocked.
information in the forms so specific are "far beyond them right now."
That's one theory.
, · A: The first two years of the conference's existance the Lobos took as to identify the student athlete is He also said, however, that some
' home the title: They won it outright in 1963 and were co-champs in 1964. left out of the summary,"
women's sports, particularly basIn 1963 the Wolfpack was 6-4 overall and 3-1 in the conference while they
Regarding the new NCAA eco- ketball,
could eventually be
finished 9-2 overall and 3-1 in the WAC in 1964.
nomy measures, Parker said his revenue-producing.
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(Formerly Joe E. Browne)

I

Now in abrand-new,
completely revised
& updated edition!
Economical, nutritious,
delicious-the basic
guide to high protein
meatless cooking. How
to combine plentiful
non-meat foods to pro·
duce the high-grade pro·
tein in meat; everyday
and party recipes; cooking and shoppmg tips;
how to get the most protein for the least cost
and calories. lllustra·
tions, charts, index.
Amillion copies sold"it makes all other
cookbooks obsolete"
Only $1.95 wherever
paperbacks are sold

@'!)BALLANTINE BOOKS
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ROOMMATE WANTED: Share 3 bedroom
house one third rent, utilities. walking
distunce. 266-0380 afternoons before 6:00
p.m. 9-12

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

THE CITADEL APARTMENTS--An apartment complex for the yo.ung and the Y,oun~ at
heart. Rents start at $135, Large sw1mmmg
pool, Efficiencies and I bdrm available, fur:..
nished or unfurnished. Walking distance to
UNM. 1520 Univcristy NE, 243-2494. 9-13

Rates: 15 cent· per word per day, one dollar
minimum. Advertisements run five or more
consecutive days with no changes, nine J::cn·
ts pcrwortl per day, (no refunds if cancelled
before: rive msertions), Classified ad·
vertlsemants must be paid In advance.

SHARE ATTRACTIVE HOUSE. 4 blocks
from campus. Fenced-in backyard, Own bedl'oom with fireplace. $100 per mo. plus ~alf
utilities. Prefer non-smoker, responsible
graduate, faculty. or staff. 255-0520. 9-12

Marron Hall room 131 or by mail to:
Classified Advertising, UNM Box 20,
Albuquerque, N.M.
87131.

STUDIO FOR RENT. 16 x 18 with bath. $35
month. 842-0361 nights, 243-6938 days. 9·
12

1. PERSONALS
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have
friends who care at Birthright. 247·9819.

YEARROUND

COMPETITIVE

tfn

SWIM

team, Boys, girls age seven and older. No

competitive experience necessary Two week
;

introduction wllhout obligation. starts Sept.
15. UNM Pool. More information contact

-.

Rick Klau277-2208.

D.

2.

9-15.

LOST AND FOUND

GETTING MARRIED? Our low overhead
saves JOU money on invitations. napkins, and
wcddmg photography. Creative Services Ltd.
299-7930.
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and
Photogmph Gallery is one-half block from
J?hnson Gym on Cornell. Special order ser~
VICC.

PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST, students!
Custom black~~ind-white processing printing.
Fine-gain or push processrn,g of film. Contact
sheets or custom proofs. H1s;h quality enlar-

gements, mounting, etc. Advtce, 1fasked. Call
265-2444 or come to 1717 Gimrd Blvd NE.
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION. photos.
Lowest prices in town. Fast, pleasing, Near
UNM. Call265-2444 or come to 1717 Girard
Blvd NE.
FRAMELESS FACTORY inexpensive con·
temporary lightweight framing technique
idea-l for print. posters, photography. 10 per
cent discount through Sept. 3 f. 3007 Central
NE, 255-4700. 9-12

H

I

I

\'
I

69 ,VOLKSWAGON SQUAREBACK, excel-

LOST A BLUE DAYPACK with notebooks,
texts, FA Library, Sunday 9-7. Reward 765'5928, 9-12

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION Test Oct II.
Prepare now, call Professional Educators of
New Mexico inc. 255-1904.

it

1973 SUZUKI 380-GT, ,.:'QO mi., excellent
condi lion, full acces. $750 or Lest offer 83.60950 8:00 a.m.-2:00p.m. 9-17

1969 MALIBU, good condition, very reason·
able 277-2438, 9-3: 243-1489 after 6:00 9-16

3.SERVICES

'

FOR SALE

KEESHOND:PUPPY (almost) 9 weeks.
shots, excellent p~t. $25.266-2928. 9-12

LOST: half Malamute, half shepard, female
dog. Spence Springs, Jemez ·Mts. Sept. 7.
Reward. 277-3901,266-2961. 9-16

il,,

5.

in twenparking,
mclu.des
9-12

FOUND: LADIES WATCH between
Scholes und Ortega 9-2. Call881-7884 after 2
p.m. 9-11.
LOST: SLIDE RULER with black leather
case Frida~ in Woodward Hull. Reward,
277-3382. 9-16.
LOST: CAT, gray adult, male. Please contact
413 Columbia SE. 9-1 I.

LOST: TWO old skeleton keys on a brown
shoeslring. Impossible to replace, Please call
247-4681. 9- I I

'
'
'

ROOMMATE WANTfD: Person
ties, Apartment with pool; club,
laundry. 10000 Menaul NE, $105
utilities, parking. 294-0494 (Frank).

FREE MATH TUTORING for minoritx stu·
dents. Contact Prof. Griego. Hum 431 9-19
WOMEN'S GALLERY FEMINIST Bookstore now open for business. M-F 9:30·5:00
Sat 12-4. 3007 Central NE, Next to Lobo
Theatre 255-4700. 9-12
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM selectric.
Guaranteed accurac:y with reasonable rates.
298-7147. 9-12

4.

FORRENT

MALE seeks female to share 2 bdrm
$82.50 per mo. half utilitie• 266-6892 after
5:00. 9-12

lent condition. 247-8298 after I :00 or early
morning. 9-17

1972 KAWASAKI S-2 350, excellent condition. $650. Call 294-3594. 9-16

BICYCLES--lowest prices and largest selectioh of the finest European makes. R.C.
Hallett's World Champion Bicycles, 2122
Coal PI SE. 843-9378. Open til 9 p.m.
20 PORTABLE TV's $30-$60.441 Wyoming
NE. 255-5987. 10-23

6.

EMPLOYMENT

NEEDED: RIDE to Artcsiu Friday.
share expenses. Jean 255-9094. 9-1

r·m· Will

8.. MISCELLANEOUS
PADDLEBALL PLAYERS!
Rucquets.
gloves and balls now on special at the Spin·
ning Wheel, 109 Yale SE. 242-7888. 9-12

Stray Cat Blues

Residence
Hall ·
&
Student
Association
presents

Friday Sept. 12th

;;
v

Her farewell Albuquerque
performance

~

Gail Ferderer

~

Sept.ll-14

~

"

also a special
Bluegrass performance
8:30 p.m. til Midnight

"

:;;

b

0.

,."
0

Starts at 9:00p.m. Sharp
Enter on north side orHokona
acrosS from the Computer Center
parking lot

Thinking about a Fraternity?

SIGMANU
Information meeting tonight!

8:15p.m.

Jewish High Holiday Services
for Yom Kippu.r

·~'

440 1 Indian School Rd. NE

break the Yom Kippur

fast together and exchange ideas.

Monday, September 15th 7:45p.m.
International Center
1808 Las Lomas
We'll serve bagels and lox
We'll need your presence and
ideas to help break the ice.
Want to help? Call299-1502

..
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By Joel White

graduate
students
on
disserLaiions
treated as "slaves" by their
the outgoing Graduate
Associalion (GSA) prcsi1 savs.
·Read. com pleling a thrcelenure as GSA President. feels
in many cases professors
dissertation work asihe role of "master" over the
I.

' I\ hac·k 10 the muster-slave
of relaJionship." Read said.
your dbserlalion and I'll
you. I'm not saying it hapin all cases but il docs hapwho >ervcd on the GSA
for one year prior to his
terms as president. sees GSA
lite organization thai can help
studenls with
these

It's a Lol-La-Pa-Loo-Za (Unisex, Hair Design
1123 Central NE
lll<XX:ancElaria NE
~~~~

The approved bond, which in essence is a loan for
construction. is also bidded upon to sec which financial lending agency will pick up !he bond.
Bids for bonds arc determined by the amount of
inten,sl the agency will charge for Ihe bond.
Merrett said !hal as of' June 30, 1975, the amounl on
outsl<tnding bonds (the amounl of deb!) w<ts aboul
$38.743.000. The largest outstanding bond was the
refunding and improvemcnl bond of 1965 on which
$23.5 million is still owed.

";
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'Ma.ster /Slave Role
orc·ed on Graduates'
.

my research. cal my shil. fi-

Call now for a free hair analysis,
consultation, and sketch of what
your hair will look like.

Tile $2.4 million figure will be the total amount·
collected from a fee included in the studen!'s'$228
tuition. The fee is about $69.75 per s.tudent and is
earmarked by the adminislration under the category
of Debt Service, The Athlelic fee is a separate fee.
The money collecled from the Deb! Service is the
$2A million which will be used to pay off construction
bonds not used for office or classrbom conslruction.
John Merrell. assistant complroller. said the Debt
Service pays oft' consJruclion bonds in the Auxiliary
Service calegory.
"All ihe bond money in Auxiliary Service goes to
pay for the construction bonds on the dormilorie>. the
. SUB, etc. Bond money for classrooms comes from
federal or stale sources,".Merrell said.
In a statement last week, Merrell said the $2.4
photo·
million would be used to pay for !he cqnstruction
bonds to finance the additions lo the UNM Football
Stadium and the Arena.
•
The $2.4 million figure is only the studenl collected
revenue which will constitute pari of a lola! Deb!
s.ervice budge! (payment on bonds) of $3.82 million
budget.
·
"The
rest
of
the
budget
($1.4
million) will come
cult to deal with. We've been able
from
other
pledged
revenues
such
as the revenue
Jo use !his knowl.edge because
from University owned property," Merrell said,
we're an organization. That's why
The money for University conslruction comes from
it's imperative thai graduaie stuthe issuing of bonds. The University takes bids on
dents become involved in GSA."
propo;cd conslruction or renovation, after the needs
Read expressed concern over the
are determined. and that bond figure goes to the
University's attilude toward ed ucaUNM regenls for approval.
tion.
The proposed bond figure Ihen goes before the
"The University is like a
Slate Board of Educational Finance and then to the
slaughJerhousc." Read said, "They
Slate Legislature for approval.
start with a whole calf, put it on a
hook and send it through the
process to become chopped meat.
All they're turning out is graduates
educated in semester-size chunks.
Education doesn't work in this
start-stt\p fashion."
.
Sam G irgus, chairman of the
Concerning the eighl candidates American Sludies departn)cnt al
f<lr GSA offices. Read expressed UN M is I lowly guiding his departthe need f()r new views.
ment to a more "personable. flexi"None of the candidates looking ble. and independent educational
at offices have been !hal involved process."
before." Read said. "Some of them
The
concepl
of American
think Jh~'tl a lol of things can be S1udics.
Girgtls
said
reflects
(Continued on pag{' 5)
Thoreau's words. "II is time we had
uncommon schools. that we did not
end our educaiion when we begin
!<l be men." '"And women" Hdded
,,

September 14, Erev Kol Nidre, 6:30p.m.
September 15, 9:00a.m.
September 15, Yiskor, I :30 p.m.
ofShofar, 7:00

~2ffiffi

1\
12.

Aren~t.

September 14, Kol Nidre-6:30-9:00 p.m.
September 15, 9:00a.m.- 8:00p.m.
C~ngregation B'nai Israel

20-50% off new and used equipment.
September 13, 15, 16 and 17.

BEIW'EEN MENAUL AND
INDIANSC\-iOOL.
2<.<.-8115

By 0. R. Medina
This year UNM siudents .will pay $2.4 million
toward conslruction and renovation, including the
recent addiJions to !he UNM Football Siadium and

September 14, Erev Kol Nidre, 8:00p.m.
September 15, 10:00 a.m.
September 15, Yiskor, 4:00 p.m.

End-Of-Summer Sale!

2 .. 2t SAN PEDRO, N.E.

.

.

What Does. Your Tuition Buy?

Congregation Albert-1006 Lead SE

We believe in good grades,
the development of the individual,
leading an active life
and money won't break you.
7:30p.m., Room 250-C, S.U.B.

AL.IIUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 871 tO

.

Deadline for getting'your athletic
ID photo taken is Saturday, 4 p.m.
at•photo service, 1!l20 Los Lomas.
There will be a $2 late fee. Pick up
of cards can take place any time
during the semester. Photo Hrs.:
Fri. 9-12: 1-3; Sat. 9-4.

~
r:::
GL

Debt Service Cuts Into Student Payments

L~t's
;;

•

Friday, September 12, 1975

Is there Jewish student
life at UNM?

Suspense thriller

'

,,

Humanities Building Theatre

c.

Ballad, Folk, & Blues

with Audrey Hepburn
and Alan Arkin
with a surprise short!

DAILY

Fellowship of the Desert (Alumni Chapel)

"Wait Until Dark" .: :

,J
. t'·;.·,·. '

..

'New Mexico

A new play by William Weldon

YMCA · NEEDS Volunteer Leaders to
.advise Youth and Government and Hi-y
groups. Will provide training. Excellent
leadership experience. Call Dave Cason. at
265-6971 for more information, 9-12

WANTED: Actors and Actresses for melodrama. Gain experience and a little change.
Sec Scott at 1520 University NE No 278
today at 6:00.

DELIVERY PERSON NEEDED for day
time work. Must have own car. Apply at
Carrara's Pizw. 106 B Cornell SE. 9-12

Bugger City
Players Present:

7. TRAVEL

Sunday, Sept. 14th

FRESHMEN and SOPHOMORES. 15-25
hours per week. Must be able to work Friday
and Saturday nights. M'USI be 21 years old.
Apply in pcr:;on. no phone calls please. Save
Way Liquor Stores. 5704 Lomas NE. 5516
MenauiNE. 9-19

----

TUTORS WANTED. All levels of math $4
per hr. Contact ProfGriego, Hum 431. 9-19

PART TIME and full job available. Sales.
warehouse at La Belle's Dist. Clerical posi~
lions are open now through Christmas for
eager college students. Appfications are being
accepted during regular store hours. Apply at
La !Jelle's, 4920 M enaul. 9-15

PART TIME HANDYMAN. Hours may
be armnged. Must have knowledge of maintenance and repairs. 345-5844. 9-12

·--.._:=-

~··

been concerned with hel·
sludents get lhrough t!JC
l~<llltcra· cies," Read said. "TI\e
edition of the GSA Consumer
which will he coming
soon. is an example of this
· t Getting the University adion l<l look at 1he graduate
l's
roblems has been a
on of our work."
emphasized no! having the
~ntrovcr.si,.,. of the lale 1960's t<l
with in forcing changes.
<'an affecJ the structure al
criJicaJ points." Read said. "by
!he pressure going. The.
l·.way Jo h11vc power mound
"to emphasize il."
ing my tenure wilh GSA we
thai onlv a small amount
.
r~n Hie litculiy comm il. lo we would send the same
1
lo lhcse meetings each time.
"'''' had oellcr luck dealing
IIh~ University vice-presidents
With the deans. Educationul
have made the deans d iffi-

\

John Merrett

Lobo photo

As for general bond issues (a bond covering costs
l(lr a specific time), Merrett said Jhe construction
needs fi)r !hat time are deiermined and that bonds go
toward financing several projects.
"Very selbom does bond money go for equipment.
This money usually comes from operating ,funds."
Merrell said.

~creativity

and Tra.dition' Balance
On Fulcrum of Amer. Studies Program

Candidates'
( ..
Statements
Deadline
J

Platform statements from candidates in the ASUNM and GSA
election~ will be run in Monday's
and Tuesday's editions of the

LOBO.
· ASUNM statements will be run
in Monday's LOBO and nrc due by
4 p.ll1. SundaY afternoon. Statements must' be· typed and no longer
than 200 words.
GSA stMements will be run in
Tucsda~, 's LOBO and 11re due by 4
p.m. Monday afternoon. Stnternents must be ty11cd and no longer
than 200 words.
Due 1'11 space liri1itations, no riclures will be run wilh any of the
statements. The LOBO rcscncs
the right to edit or cut statements.
If need be, statements n·ill be cut
from the bottom.

t(gU!I.,

"I think." he said, "!hal under
George Arms. Joel Jones and
Charles Biebel (past American
Studies chairmen·). the departmcnl
has
worked
to
develop
a
meaningful
balance
between
crc~tlivily and Jradilion. originality
Photo by Lee Welliver
and discipline.
Sam
Girgus
G irgus comes In UNM from !he
Univcrsilv of Alabama where he "opportunity to develop sophistihelped 'coordinate and develop cated co11<:eptual tooh that will
!heir American Siutlies depart- hcfn an,tlwe their own culture."
men!.
11e 'aid. "we tr\' to educate stuAmerican Studies docs not work .dcnl' to think on ·many subjects in
in the tradilional form of wav. lis their culiure in many different
sllticd goak said G irgus, "arc to way.,, We .found American Studic.,
all<m a studv of American culture usCful in furthering (aw \Ludents.
in great depth anti detail. Through journ<tlisL,,
public
rclatio:tship
this a better perwt1al insight can he penple. psychologhts. social scr•
gained hv the sllldent."
vices worker..... ccntHlmi~ls. and
" The l'<irmal goal as slated in the commutticali~lns ctrh specialist~ ...
Alabama
American
Studies
Tl1e department currcntlv has
handbook, which Ci ~rgus wrote and only a flh.IJ. program wrt11 tJ.:
is nwdcling'thc UNM dcparlment gradu.tlc' and .1 minor. The minor
after. is to give lhc students an requires course' in f'nglish, his10ry.

anthropology. economic>. philmophy. arl history and courses in the
American Siudies denarlmenls.
The department has heen under
crilicism for being a place where
graduaw. can gel a degree easily.
G irgus said in the past critics
often have confused an open and
pragmalic appmach {() education
wiJh an ab.scncc of academic standards.
"In facl." he argue.,, "I believe
that out allcmpl to enc<Jurage a
siudent to develop his or her own
syn1}1esis and approach 10 American culiure actually is far more
demanding and challenging."

He added. "We're an unorthodox deparlmcnt with an untradi·
tiona I way of cducaling. but it gives
sJudcnts a chance for experimentation and innovalion. But il is not
true that the deparlmenl lacks a
discipline."
G irgus said thai the newest approach in American Studies is the
"holistic approach" which basically
holds that a culture is no! autonomnu' but pari of' all cultures.
He said that during the past

thrcl..' )'Cars nwjor achievements of
the program involve the dcvelopmet11 <!ltd cncouragclllent of ethnic.
regional nnU WlH11CI1 sruc.Jics a:-; ap·
proachc,, to Jhc sludy of American

culture and charatlc!r.
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